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Abstract − Online market is helpful to the consumers and brings wealth of information. However, online market is also flooded with fake and shoddy products. Trustworthiness is a solution to solve these problems which is raised by the authors' laboratory. The model of trustworthiness evaluates the product in three dimensions, which are authenticity, reliability and credibility. But the data to analyze trustworthiness evaluation is mainly from manual import. Product Information Object is the organic whole of product information and product reviews. In this paper we simulate and show a compression between algorithms which can show the discrimination accordingly.
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INTRODUCTION

Web search engines has become the most convenient way to help people discover their desired contents in this huge collection of information. Searching for product information on web search engine, however, is clearly inadequate and has some limitations. Search results returned from the web search engine only match the similarity between query terms and content of web pages. A business entity will be able to search the suppliers offer space and to filter the ones that are fitted to the entity current needs, in a scale of the size of the Internet. The growth in the number of users who routinely use the web to search for information on goods and services continues unabated. In this expanded use of the web it is not uncommon for end users to view the web as a database and search for information in ways that cannot be directly accomplished by traditional keyword-based web search engines.

I. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Title: An Algorithm of Product Information Extraction from Web Pages: a Document Object Model Analysis Approach

Algorithm: Extraction Based on Sub-Tree (exbst) and Extraction Based on Sibling Nodes (exbsn).
Problem description: One of the main problems that vertical search systems and entity search systems encounter with is how to extract useful information that helps them to perform more efficiently and more effectively. For this particular study, the goal of product search engines is to present useful information about products for their user. Thus, the product search engines need to accurately identify product information web pages and extract important information from these pages. The important information includes product name, product description, product image, and product price.

Advantages: To access the performance of the algorithm there accuracy is examined, the accuracy indicates the effectiveness of the algorithm. The combination of exbst and exbsn algorithm provides a higher accuracy in product information extraction from web page and outperforms when each of them extracts the information by its own.

Disadvantages: It causes an error in the combined algorithms from the performance of the is productimage(imgobj) function and some authoring style of web pages such as presenting product information using iframe tag and a complex table can result in errors in extracting a product information object. There is less robustness in extraction feature based on DOM tree structure.

B. Title: Extracting accurate data from multiple conflicting information on web sources

Algorithm: Veracity problem is formulated which discover true fact for the information and framework to solve Problem description: The problem of trustworthiness these are formulated by truth finder algorithm. To design a system this finds true facts among conflicting information, and identifies Trust worthy websites better than the popular websites. In this we assign ratings based on two things- popularity or the hits & number of occurrences of same data. As we can’t give preference only to popularity, we have considered another rating i.e. about number of occurrences of same data in several other websites which are less popular.

Advantages: Here Fact Finder achieves very high accuracy in discovering true facts. It can select better trustworthy websites than authority-based search engines such as Google.
C. Title: A Secure Composition Framework for Trustworthy Personal Information Assistants

Algorithm: In this a framework is used that supports composition of individual agents system such as Personal Information Assistants (PIA) that enables users to accomplish complex tasks for this it uses winagent system.

Advantages: Benefit of this approach is that in the framework the personal information handled by the agent system is guaranteed to be free from accidental leakage to websites that are not trustworthy, thereby ensuring the privacy of end-user data. Some other benefits are: Enables compensability and re-use, Eases creation and deployment, Untrusted site blocker, Sensitive data tracker

Disadvantages: There is a security issue as the pias are highly data driven

D. Title: A Survey on Unsupervised Extraction of Product Information from Semi-Structured Sources

Algorithm: The algorithm is based on a clustering approach that uses Structural and visual features of web page elements. Wrapper generation system such as roadrunner, SG-WRAP, X-WRAP, dela.

Advantages: All the techniques of Wrapper generation system are very efficient, the visual representation provides the most valuable clustering features.

Disadvantages: Information extraction from cross – website becomes more complex when it moves towards semantic web.

E. Title: Extraction of Product Information Object for Trustworthiness

Algorithm: Extraction algorithm of product Reviews base on hidden web

Advantages: The algorithm uses the feature of location of product reviews and the browsing path of hidden product reviews to achieve automated extraction of hidden product reviews, and its precision is relatively high.

II. PROPOSED WORK

- Convert the URL into source code.
Check the links that contain the words “policy” or “private”, the URL of the website should start with http://, check if the home page contains the attributes like phone no., email id., address. If all this attributes are true then it is preceded further.

- Convert HTML page into DOM tree.
- Use DOM parser to group tags.
- Using OWL (Web Ontology Language) FULL method and create RDF schema.
- Calculate entropy.

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The main objective was to compare the entire algorithm and give a summarized idea about the algorithm which is used to for trustworthiness. The future work can be scheduled by merging two or more algorithm or just extending any particular algorithm which can help in increasing the trustworthiness as we are going to elaborate in proposed work by calculating and increasing its entropy.
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